BD FACS™ Sample Prep Assistant II (SPA III) FAQs

The BD Biosciences online tutorials are here:

http://www.bdbiosciences.com/services/training/elearning/index.jsp

BD FACS™ Sample Prep Assistant III (SPA III)

What is in the SPA II to III upgrade?
The upgrade changes the syringes to larger volume ones.

Added features are:

- Improved throughput
- Multiple dispensing of sample
- Shorter wash time
- Ability to process samples from Sarstedt tubes and Streck Cyto-Chex® tubes
- 6-color TBNK
- Multiple reagent racks per run
- The R25 reagent location is for BD Leucocount™ reagent only.

Testing Pipetting Precision

How can we test the precision of our pipets?
The precision of pipetting should be evaluated periodically (e.g., recommended monthly) to ensure the accuracy of results. Retain all records of this evaluation procedure for quality assurance purposes.

1. Select a volume normally used in the performance of the assay.
2. Using the reverse pipetting technique, pipette 10 replicates of blood and record the weights.
3. (Optional) For methods in which the beads must be pipetted into the tubes, using the reverse pipetting technique, pipette 10 replicates of bead suspension and record the weights.
4. Calculate the mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation (%CV). The %CV for replicates should be <2%.

Testing Pipetting Accuracy

The following procedure can be used to test the pipet and how accurately it measures volume. Water is used because the weight of 1 µL of water is 1 µg. You must use a 4-place decimal digital scale. This is required to achieve the accuracy required to calculate %CV.

1. Using the reverse pipetting technique, pipette 10 replicates of distilled water and record the weight (100 µL of water should weigh 0.1000 grams).
2. Calculate the mean, standard deviation, and %CV. The %CV must be <2%.

Pipetting Guidelines

The following information is consolidated from operational instruction manuals from several pipet manufacturers. Complete information and more detailed instructions are contained in specific pipet instruction manuals; some of these are available online.
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Read the manufacturer’s manual carefully before beginning the pipetting procedure.

- Select the volume you want (with manual pipets, higher volumes should be set first; if adjusting from a lower to a higher volume, first surpass the final volume and then slowly decrease the volume until the required setting is reached).
- If applicable, select the mode (eg, reverse pipetting). This is recommended for optimal precision and reproducibility.
- Reverse pipetting can be done with a manual pipet by pressing the control button to the second stop when aspirating, taking up more liquid than will be dispensed, and then pressing the control button only to the first stop when dispensing. A small volume will remain in the tip after dispensing.
- Select an appropriate tip (usually the tip color matches the color of the control button).

Pre-rinsing Guidelines

The following guidelines will help ensure optimal precision and accuracy.

- Volumes >10 µL: Pre-rinse the pipet 2–3 times for each new tip (this involves aspirating and dispensing liquid several times). Reasons for pre-rinsing include the following:
  - To compensate for system pressure, for slight differences in temperature between the pipet and the liquid, and for properties of the liquid;
  - To clear the thin film formed by the liquid on the inside of the pipet. Without pre-rinsing, retention of a thin film on the inside wall of the tip would cause the first volume to be too small. The thickness and nature of this film, and therefore the potential source of error, varies depending on the nature of the liquid being pipetted.
- Volumes <10 µL: Do not pre-rinse the pipet, but rinse the tip after dispensing to ensure that the entire volume was dispensed. For smaller volumes, pre-rinsing is not recommended because the dispensed volume would be too great.

Filling Guidelines

- Make sure the tip is securely attached.
- Hold the pipet upright.
- When aspirating, try to keep the tip at a constant depth below the surface of the liquid.
- Glide the control button slowly and smoothly (electronic pipets perform this step automatically).
- When pipetting viscous liquids (eg, whole blood), leave the tip in the liquid for 1–2 seconds after aspirating before withdrawing it.
- After liquid is in the tip, never place the pipette on its side.